Welcome to Poster House! We are a museum all about posters. This exhibit, The Push Pin Legacy, includes posters, books, tins, records, and more. Can you find the poster for a famous soda brand? What is it? Pepsi. Do you see the one advertising the singer Patti Labelle’s concerts? There is also a poster that says Mobil Masterpiece Theatre presents, Portrait of a Marriage. Don’t miss the one for The Front Page! Can you count all of the bicycles in the ad for Peugeot? You can’t miss the one that you see here! What is in the image? There is a poster with five P’s on it! We hope you enjoyed this scavenger hunt through the gallery! While you are at Poster House, there are many more posters to see. Don’t miss our game, the Poster Machine toward our 24th street lobby! On your way out, don’t forget to stop at the Café for pastries and popcorn. Thank you for playing our game!

Check the answers at posterhouse.org/learn